Intercept
REAL-TIME PRODUCTION MONITORING

P R O D U C T I O N O P T I M I Z AT I O N

RESERVOIR M ANAGEM ENT

Modern Oil and Gas fields are better equipped with pressure and temperature gauges, flowmeters and any others instruments that can
provide useful information from Reservoir, Wells and Facilities. Thousands of data points are collected each seconds and transmitted to
engineers in charge of monitoring and optimizing production.
Intercept allows you to organize, integrate and visualize your raw data converting them into additional barrels.

REAL-TIME PRODUCTION MONITORING
PRODUCTION OPTIMIZATION
Plug Intercept to your data historian (PI, IP21) and any database
and let it tell you the stories of your wells.
Get instant access to high frequency data, well tests, allocated
production, forecast and reservoir simulation.
Send raw data to models and get a full diagnosis of the
performance of your wells and production network.
Let Intercept Artificial Intelligence algorithms find production
optimization opportunities for you.

WATERFLOOD MANAGEMENT
Visualize the performance of your Reservoir using Interactive
maps.
Enhance waterflood and optimize areas with low oil recovery

PRODUCTION FORECAST – LOSS MANAGEMENT
Connect Intercept to our production forecast software Precept and
optimize the sequence of your activities.
Generate what-if scenario in no-time to estimate the true value of
your opportunities.
Track your production forecast and actual production to create
informative losses report.

• Intercept has been developed as a suite of modules that can be installed or customized as per the clients needs.

The modules currently available are:
ü Real-time production monitoring of oil/gas producers and water Injection wells.
ü Artificial-lift design, diagnosis and optimization. KPI calculations.
ü Artificial lift optimization under production network constraints.
ü Waterflood Management, voidage optimization.
ü Interactive maps to visualize per pattern STOIIP, Recovery factor, Voidage, Uptime, KPI, etc..
ü Virtual Meter
ü Well models update
ü Pressure transient analysis
ü Exception based surveillance / smart alarming
Ø Facilities monitoring
Ø Losses management
Ø Dashboard

Ø We aim to develop fit for purpose software and can develop any additional features that may be relevant for your
field.

For more information, visit our website: www.cleverfield.fr
or contact: contact@cleverfield.fr

